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Message from the President
We have some new faces on our board.
Welcome to Jeff Lueck (Burnaby Electrical
Safety Officer/Inspector) and Darcy
Fitzgerald (West Vancouver Electrical Safety
Officer/inspector) Active participation is
critical to the continued success of our
Association. I encourage you all to consider
supporting your Association in this way in
the future. Your attendance at general
meetings is most important.
Thanks to all who continue to come out to support your Association
and to socialize with your fellow inspectors and electrical industry
representatives.
This is an excellent time for anyone interested in entering the
electrical trade. Planned construction projects in BC will require a
work force well in excess of our current resources. When you
couple that with the retirement of the baby boomers in the next ten
years, it leaves a huge gap between the numbers available and the
numbers required. Governments at all levels are concerned and
actively working to resolve this pending shortage. Your Association
is proud to be supporting the Kwantlen Polytechnic University
College in Surrey so they will be better prepared to offer 4th year
apprenticeship training program for the first time.
You have requested that we include some tours with our dinner
meetings and we will be doing that on May 26 at the Schneider
Inverter testing facility in Burnaby.
I wish you all a safe and enjoyable summer season.
Rick May, President
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SELECTIVE COORDINATION AND ARC FLASH PROTECTION
STUDY IN ELECTRICAL DESIGN - IS IT REQUIRED UNDER THE
CE CODE?
Ark Tsisserev is an independent electrical fire and safety
consultant. Prior to becoming a consultant, he was an electrical
safety regulator / Chief Electrical Inspector for the City of
Vancouver.
EFS Engineering Solutions Ltd.
ark.tsisserev@efsengineering.ca

!

This subject has been already discussed in one of my previous articles.
However, confusion on this issue does not appear to subside among the
electrical designers, and it is appropriate to re-visit this subject again
from the perspective of the Canadian Electrical Code, Part I.
Let’s pose the following questions:
1. Is selective coordination of overcurrent protective devices mandated by the CE Code?

!
2.
!

Is arc flash protection required by specific Rules of the CE Code?

If the answer to the first question is resounding “Yes”, the answer to the second question is
categorical “No”. Perhaps, now is the good time to elaborate on the essence of selective
coordination and arc flash protection. Let’s start with selective coordination.

!

The CE Code does not specifically define it. The NEC, however, offers the following definition
in Article 100 “Coordination( selective). Localization of an overcurrent condition to restrict
outages to the circuit or equipment affected, accomplished by the choice of overcurrent
protective devices and their ratings or settings.”

!

In essence, in selectively coordinated services, feeders or branch circuits - only the
overcurrent device directly protecting the overloaded/faulted part of the electrical distribution
system will open, thus allowing the rest of the system to operate as designed.

!

Therefore, the task of choosing the appropriate overcurrent protective devices in branch
circuits, feeders and services and their ratings or settings for the purpose of selective
coordination is a very important responsibility of the professional during the design stage of the
electrical distribution system.

!

Does it mean that a selective coordination between each overcurrent protective device
designed for installation in the electrical system is mandated by the CE Code? The answer is
“No”. It should be noted that the selective coordination of overcurrent protective devices has
nothing to do with the electrical safety. It is intended to facilitate performance of the designed
electrical system.

!
!

(continued on Page 3)!
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!

As the CE Code is the safety standard for installation and maintenance of electrical equipment
(and not a design and performance manual), the Code does not place a general (blanket)
requirement for the selective coordination of overcurrent protective devices. Thus, in general,
selective coordination of overcurrent devices is not the electrical safety criteria of the Code,
but rather is a good engineering practice, and such practice should be encouraged in the
electrical design.

!

From the safety perspective, the CE Code mandates such selective coordination only for
those overcurrent devices that are installed in feeders and branch circuits supplying very
particular electrically connected life safety equipment. For example, Rule 32-206(5) requires
such selective coordination between the circuit breaker installed in the normal power supply
circuit to a fire pump (upstream of a fire pump controller) and the circuit breaker provided
integrally with the fire pump controller. This requirement is intended to ascertain that in case of
a fault – the overcurrent device provided with the fire pump controller will open the circuit first.
This Code Rule perfectly reflects the requirement of Clause 10.4.4(1)(b) of NFPA 20 that
mandates the overcurrent device in the fire pump controller to be “calibrated and set at a
minimum of 300 percent of motor full load current”. Rule 32-206(5) of the CE Code also
recognizes that Clause 9.2.3.4 of NFPA 20 mandates that the overcurrent device installed
ahead of the fire pump controller “shall be rated to carry indefinitely the sum of the locked
rotor current of the fire pump motor and the pressure maintenance pump motor and the fullload current of the associated fire pump accessory equipment”. And a typical fire pump
locked rotor current is shown in Table 9.5.1.1 of the NFPA 20. In general, the value of the
locked rotor current is around 500 percent of the fire pump motor full load current. It means
that the rating of the overcurrent device installed upstream of the fire pump controller must be
selected so as to be able to carry indefinitely 500% of the full load current of the fire pump.

!

Therefore, provision of the selective coordination between the overcurrent devices for such
important life safety equipment as fire pump are specifically mandated in Rule 32-206(5) and
clarified in Appendix B Note on this Rule as follows:

!

32-206 (5) Where the circuit breaker conforming to this Rule is installed in a normal supply
circuit upstream of the fire pump controller, the rating or setting of the circuit breaker shall be
not less than the overcurrent protection that is provided integral with the fire pump controller.”

!

Appendix note on Rule 32-206(5)
“The circuit breaker installed in the normal power supply circuit, upstream from the fire pump
controller, should have a rating/setting that is coordinated with the integral overcurrent
protection of the fire pump controller in such a manner that the upstream overcurrent device
does not disconnect the circuit prior to the operation of the fire pump controller overcurrent
protection.”

!

Another place in the CE Code where selective coordination between the overcurrent devices
is specifically required – is Rule 46-208(1).
(continued on Page 4)
!
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!

This Rule mandates such selective coordination, as Section 46 covers provisions for
installation of electrically connected life safety systems mandated by the National Building
Code if Canada, and reliability of operation of this equipment in the event of fire or power loss
emergency is paramount.

!

46-208(1) The overcurrent device for an emergency power supply shall be coordinated with
the overcurrent devices of feeders and branch circuits supplying life safety systems and other
electrical equipment connected to the emergency power supply in order to provide selective
operation of the branch circuit overcurrent device when a fault occurs in that branch circuit”.

!

It is obvious to the CE Code users that from the perspective of life and fire safety – it is
essential to provide selective coordination between the main overcurrent device of the
emergency generator and the downstream overcurrent devices that protect feeders and
circuits supplied from the emergency generator. It should be noted that the NFPA 20 allows
connection of the fire pump feeder directly to the emergency generator main emergency bus,
ahead of the generator main overcurrent protective device. CSA standard C282 has
recognized this fact as well, and Clause 8.7.1 has been recently revised by the technical
committee responsible for C282 accordingly. This revision will be shown in the new edition of
C282.

!

It is interesting to note that there is another provision in the CE Code for selective
coordination of the overcurrent protective devices. But this provision is written not in a
mandatory language, but in the permissible language, as this provision relates to the
performance of ground fault protection in ground fault schemes where two or more protective
devices in series for ground fault coordination. This Code provision is reflected in Rule
14-102(8) as follows:

!

“14-102(8) 8) In ground fault schemes where two or more protective devices in series are
used for ground fault coordination, the upstream protective device settings shall be permitted
to exceed those specified in Subrule (2) where necessary to obtain the desired coordination,
provided that the final downstream ground fault protective device in each circuit required to be
protected conforms to the requirements of Subrule (2)”

!
Appendix B Note on Rule 14-102 elaborates on this provision as follows:
!

Appendix B Note on Rule 14-102(8) “Multi-fed installations with ties and interconnected
neutrals may be grounded at more than two locations. In such cases, it will be the
responsibility of the system designer to ensure that tripping occurs only on the main breaker
associated with the supply affected by the ground fault (see Items 3 and 4 of Diagram 3). It is
also recognized that for purposes of selectivity and continuity of service, many installations, in
addition to utilizing multi-feeds for systems, also use multi-stage ground fault protection as
described in Subrule (8).
(continued on Page 5)
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!This results in complex schemes. In both of these special cases, the designer should be
required to submit data to the inspection department showing that such considerations have
been made in the design of the system involved.”

!

It looks like we sufficiently discussed the CE Code requirements for the selective coordination
of overcurrent devices, and hopefully that the extent of such requirements of the Code is
clear.

!
Let’s review what does the CE code state in respect to the arc flash protection.
!

Rule 2-304 of the CE Code is adamant in stating that no work shall be carried out on
energized electrical equipment, unless complete disconnection of the equipment is not
feasible. This Rule also mandates that adequate precautions and effective means must be
employed when such work is performed on the energized equipment. Appendix B Note on this
Rule elaborates that the electrical work on energized equipment is intended to be performed
only by qualified persons. This Appendix B Note references CSA standard Z462 as a tool in
determination of the extent of potential exposure to arc flash, in planning appropriate safe
work practices and in selection of the adequate personal protective equipment for the purpose
of protecting against electric shock and arc flash hazards. (see below)

!
Rule 2-304 Disconnection (see Appendix B)
!

(1) No repairs or alterations shall be carried out on any live equipment except where
complete disconnection of the equipment is not feasible.
(2) Three-way or four-way switches shall not be considered as disconnecting means.
(3) Adequate precautions, such as locks on circuit breakers or switches, warning notices,
sentries, or other equally effective means, shall be taken to prevent electrical equipment from
being electrically charged when work is being done”.

!
Appendix B Note on Rule 2-304:
!

“Examples of tasks that are not feasible when electrical equipment has been completely
disconnected are troubleshooting of control circuits, testing, and diagnostics. It is intended by
this Rule that persons performing maintenance, adjustment, servicing, or examination of
energized electrical equipment adhere to all applicable safe work practices around the
energized electrical equipment.

!
See Section 0 for the definition of Qualified person.
!
!
!

!

(continued on Page 6)
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!

CSA Z462 provides assistance in determining severity of potential exposure, planning safe
work practices, and selecting personal protective equipment (PPE) to protect against shock
and arc flash hazards.” However, under no condition, the CE Code mandates arc flash study
as the part of safety requirements for electrical installations.

!

Such arc flash study is a standalone engineering activity, and this activity is usually
undertaken by the electrical engineering professionals upon request from the owners of the
facilities where electrical work is expected by the qualified persons on energized electrical
equipment.

!
See Section 0 for the definition of Qualified person.
!

CSA Z462 provides assistance in determining severity of potential exposure, planning safe
work practices, and selecting personal protective equipment (PPE) to protect against shock
and arc flash hazards.” However, under no condition, the CE Code mandates arc flash study
as the part of safety requirements for electrical installations.

!

Such arc flash study is a standalone engineering activity, and this activity is usually
undertaken by the electrical engineering professionals upon request from the owners of the
facilities where electrical work is expected by the qualified persons on energized electrical
equipment.

!

Each such study should take into account fault currents available from all possible sources at
every overcurrent protective device and disconnecting means installed at the facility. Arc
flash and shock hazard calculations are performed to determine the maximum expected
incident energy during a potential arc fault at each specific point. In order to perform these
calculations, it is essential to understand how the electrical system is grounded and how the
overcurrent protective devices are set and coordinated. A typical arc flash study is performed
for the worst case scenario and the determined incident energy levels are divided by
categories. These incident energy levels must be made available to the qualified persons for
the purpose of accurate selection of necessary personal protective equipment where work on
the energized electrical equipment is intended to be performed.

!

It should be noted that CSA standard Z462 covers safe work practices on energized electrical
equipment. This standard includes Safety-Related Work Practices; Safety-Related
Maintenance Requirements and Safety Requirements for Special Equipment

!

As indicated above, the CE Code does not mandate compliance with Z462 during the
electrical installations undertaken under provisions of the Code. It simply references this
standard in Appendix B Notes on Rules 2-304 and 2-306.

!

!

(continued on Page 7)
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!
!

Rule 2-306 of the Code, however, requires that certain electrical equipment must be filled
marked – to simply warn persons of potential electric shock and arc flash hazards as follows:

!
!
“2-306 Shock and arc flash protection (see Appendix B)
!

(1) Electrical equipment such as switchboards, panelboards, industrial control panels, meter
socket enclosures, and motor control centres that are installed in other than dwelling units and
are likely to require examination, adjustment, servicing, or maintenance while energized shall
be field marked to warn persons of potential electric shock and arc flash hazards.

!

(2) The marking referred to in Subrule (1) shall be located so that it is clearly visible to persons
before examination, adjustment, servicing, or maintenance of the equipment”.

!
Appendix B Note on Rule 2-306
!

“CSA Z462 provides assistance in determining the severity of potential exposure, planning
safe work practices, and selecting personal protective equipment to protect against shock and
arc flash hazards.

!

ANSI/NEMA Z535.4 provides guidelines for the design of safety signs and labels for
application to products.

!

IEEE 1584 provides assistance in determining the arc flash hazard distance and incident
energy that workers may be exposed to from electrical equipment”.

!

It is interesting to note that choice of the overcurrent protective device, ratings of the devices
and selective coordination between them in each particular installation create a direct impact
on arc flash calculations and on selection of the personal protective equipment, as the faster
the fault is cleared by the overcurrent protective device, the lesser level of the incident energy
is generated.
Hopefully, this article clarifies some confusion on this important subject. And as usual, the
authority having jurisdiction should be consulted in every particular case of design, as different
AHJ’s might have their specific requirements on this matter.

!
!

!
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Article 5 of 8 Articles Covering the New Rules Contained
in Section 64 for Renewable Energy Systems by Ted Simmons

!

Ted is the Chief Instructor, Electrical Apprenticeship Program - British
Columbia Institute of Technology and is a member of the CSA Part 1
Code Committee.

!

This is the fifth article in a series reviewing the introduction of Section 64 –
“Renewable Energy Systems” into the 2012 Canadian Electrical Code. In
this article we will focus our attention on the new requirements for “Small”
wind systems, “Large” wind systems, “Micro-hydro” power systems and
“Hydrokinetic” power systems.
SMALL WIND SYSTEMS

!

The requirements pertaining to the installation of small wind systems are located in Rules
64-300 to 64-320.

!

As noted in Rules 64-002 - Special Terminology a “Wind Turbine” is defined as the
mechanical equipment that converts the kinetic energy of wind into electrical energy and
includes all electrical components and circuits within the wind turbine structure.

!

A small wind system is further defined in the Special Terminology as a system consisting of
one or more wind turbines with a rated power output up to and including 100KW.

!

The use of wind turbines for generating electricity is not new. In fact, wind turbines have
been used to generate electricity since the late 1800’s. During the early 1900’s it was not
uncommon to see wind turbines being used to power rural homes and farms. Their use has
steadily increased and it is now estimated that the global wind energy installed capacity now
exceeds a phenomenal 238 gigawatts. The installation of wind turbines is increasing at a
rapid pace and the following new rules will further promote the safe use of wind energy and
provide a much needed set of requirements for the safe installation of these systems.

!
Rule 64-300 - Marking
!

In the previous article we explained the importance of proper marking for all renewable
energy systems. The marking requirements for small wind systems are identified in Rule
64-300 which requires permanent marking be provided in accordance with Rule 2-100 and
include the following information:

!•
!

overcurrent protection values provided by the wind turbine for the stator and rotor.
(continued on Page 9)
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!
•
!•
!•
!•
!

short-circuit current interrupting capacity for stator and rotor protective devices.
a brief system description including type of generator (synchronous or induction).
the rated output current.
the rated output voltage(s) at the connection to the turbine.

As noted in Rule 64-320 - Installation and service of a wind turbine, small wind systems
are also required to have a plaque installed at or adjacent to the turbine location which will
provide specific instructions for disabling the turbine.

!

Typical methods used to disable a turbine for service, etc. include: open circuiting, short
circuiting or mechanical brakes. As noted, the marking for small wind systems shall be
provided in an accessible location at the disconnecting means for the wind turbine output
circuit.

!

It is important to remember that the marking requirements outlined in Rule 64-300 are in
addition to the previously discussed “General” marking requirements outlined in Rules
64-024, 64-026 and 84-030.

!
!
Rule 64-302 - Maximum voltage
!

As noted in Rule 2-106, branch circuits in dwelling units shall not have a voltage exceeding
150 volts to ground. Subrule 64-302(1) does however amend this requirement and permits
the output circuits of wind turbines connected to single dwellings to have a maximum nominal
voltage up to 600V, provided as stated in Subrule 64-302(2) the live parts in circuits over 150
volts to ground are accessible only to qualified personnel.

!
!
Rule 64-304 - Conductors
!

Being that generators and motors are similar in both their construction and operation, the
ampacity and insulation temperature rating for the wind turbine supply conductors is
determined in a manner similar to that for motor supply conductors. ie: Subrules 64-304 (1)
and (2) require the supply conductors from the wind turbine to have an ampacity of not less
than 125% of the maximum rated current of the generator and an insulation temperature
rating of not less than 90° C.

!

(continued on Page 10)
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!
Rule 64-306 - Wiring methods
!

Essentially the wiring methods for small wind turbine systems must be of a type suitable for
exposed wiring in wet locations. For example, Subrule 64-306(3) requires that conductors
installed on the exterior of a support pole or tower structure be installed in:

!•
•
•

!

rigid or flexible liquid-tight conduit;
mineral insulated cable; or
armoured cable suitable for exposed wiring in wet locations

In addition, Subrule 64-306(7), requires cables run on the outside of a support pole or tower
structure be supported in accordance with Section 12. It should be noted that Rule 12-120 –
Supporting of conductors has been revised and now requires vertical runs of armoured or
sheathed cable such as TECK 90, ACWU 90, etc. to have the internal cable assembly
supported at intervals not exceeding those specified in Table 21.

!

Please consult Rule 12-120(4) and the corresponding note in Appendix “B” for further
information on this requirement.

!
!
Rule 64-308 - Overcurrent protection for apparatus and conductors
!

Subrule 64-308(1) requires that small wind turbine electrical system conductors and
apparatus be protected against overcurrent in accordance with Section 14. However, in
situations where the available steady-state, short-circuit current is not greater than the rated
ampacity of the apparatus or conductor, individual overcurrent devices shall not be required.
Subrule 64-308(2) is specific to the supply conductors from the wind turbine and requires the
conductors to be protected by an overcurrent device not exceeding 125% of the maximum
rated current of the generator. As noted in Subrule 64-308(6) the overcurrent devices for
small wind turbine supply circuits must be accessible.

!
Rule 64-310 - Disconnecting means
!

In order to provide safety and allow for servicing of equipment Subrule 64-310(1) requires
that the disconnecting means be installed to disconnect all current carrying conductors of the
wind turbine from all other conductors in a building or structure.

!

Subrule 64-310(2) provides an exception to this requirement in situations where the wind
turbine uses the turbine output circuit for regulating turbine speed.

!

(continued on Page 11)
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!

Subrule 64-310(3) requires that the disconnecting means be rated for 125% of the full load
rated current. In addition, the disconnect must comply with the requirements outlined in
Rule 84-024.

!
Rule 64-312 - Grounding and Bonding
!

To minimize potential differences and reduce the hazard of electric shock, Subrule
64-312(1) requires that regardless of voltage, all exposed non-current carrying metal parts of
towers, turbine nacelles, other metallic equipment and conductor enclosures shall be
bonded to ground in accordance with Section 10. As noted in Appendix “B”, attached metal
parts such as turbine blades and tails that have no source of electrical energization need not
be bonded to ground. Subrule 64-312(2) requires that metallic towers or supporting
structures shall be bonded to ground with a minimum No. 6 copper. Being that the wind
turbine towers or structures are susceptible to lightning, Subrule 64-312(4) requires that the
towers or structures associated with wind turbines be grounded by means of grounding
electrodes in accordance with Section 10 to limit voltages imposed by lightning. For
installations where lightning arrestors are employed, Subrule 64-312(8) requires they be
installed in accordance with Rules 10-1000 and 10-1002.

!
Rule 64-316 - Diversion load controllers
!

Wind turbines must operate under load in order to prevent over-speed situations. In many
installations wind turbines are used to charge batteries, however, in these situations a
diversion load and a diversion load controller must be provided to prevent overcharging of
the battery. Generally resistor load banks are used for this purpose. It should be noted that
Rule 64-316 does not permit a diversion load controller to use the supply authority system
as a diversion load because of possible interruption in supply. As stated in Appendix “B” an
additional independent load must be provided.

!
Rule 64-318 - Surge protective devices
!

Due to their exposed position and height, wind turbines are very susceptible to lightning
strikes and power surges. As a result, Subrule 64-318(1) requires that a surge protective
device be installed between a small wind electric system and any loads served by the
premises electrical system. Subrule 64-318(2) permits the surge protective device to be
located on a dedicated branch circuit serving a small wind electric system or anywhere on
the load side of the service disconnect. Subrule 64-318(3) indicates the surge protective
devices shall be installed in accordance with the requirements outlined in Rule 26-520.

!

(continued on Page 12)
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!
LARGE WIND SYSTEMS
!

The requirements pertaining to large wind systems are located in Rules 64-400 to 64-412.
As noted in Rule 64-002 – Special terminology, a large wind system is defined as a system
consisting of one or more wind turbines with a rated power output exceeding 100kW.
Although, large wind turbines operate in the same manner as small wind turbines to convert
the kinetic energy of wind into electrical energy, there are differences in both their
construction and application. Large wind turbines are substantially larger with respect to
blade size, weight and tower height and may have rated power capacities ranging up to
7MW. For example, the Enercon E-126 wind turbine which has been installed in several
areas of Europe, is rated at 7MW and has a blade diameter of 413 ft. It has a hub height of
443 ft. and total height of 650 ft. Large wind turbines also operate at higher voltages,
sometimes as high as 15kV. As a result of their higher generating capacity, large wind
turbines are typically grouped together on wind farms and connected via step-up distribution
transformers to the utility transmission lines.

!

As noted previously, the use of wind turbines to generate power is increasing at a rapid rate.
Recent statistics indicate that the wind turbine generation capacity in the United States is
now approximately 41000MW.

!

In order to address the installation requirements for this emerging technology, the following
new Rules have been added to Section 64 of the CEC.

!
Rule 64-400 – Marking
!

The marking requirements for a large wind system are similar to those for a small wind
system which were reviewed in the previously. However, to assist maintenance personnel
who are required to work on large wind systems, Rule 64-400 requires the marking to be
provided in a readily accessible location at the base of the tower (entrance) of the wind
turbine.

!
Rule 64-402 – Conductors
!

As noted in Subrules 64-402(1) and (2) the supply conductors from the wind turbine must
have an ampacity not less than 125% of the maximum rated current of the generator and an
insulation temperature rating of not less than 90° C. It should be noted where the wind
turbine output voltage exceeds 750V the conductors and wiring methods must also comply
with the requirements identified in Section 36 for high voltage installations.

!

(continued on Page 13)
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!
Rule 64-404 – Overcurrent protection for apparatus and conductors
!

As was the case for small wind turbines, Subrule 64-404(1) requires each ungrounded
supply conductor from the wind turbine to be protected by an overcurrent device not
exceeding 125% of the maximum rated current of the generator. Being that large wind
systems have significantly higher output ratings, Subrule 64-404(6) requires that ground
fault protection be provided in accordance with Rule 14-102. For example, ground fault
protection (must be provided), for a wind turbine having an output rating of 1200 amps at
600/347 volts. Please refer to Rule 14-102 for further details on this requirement.

!
Rule 64-406 – Disconnecting means
!

The requirements for the disconnecting means for a large wind system are much the same
as those of a small wind system.
However, as noted in Subrule 64-406(2), the
disconnecting means shall be suitable for motor disconnect and as such must comply with
the requirements outlined in Rule 28-602 for types and ratings of motor disconnecting
means. Again, in order to provide for maintenance and safety of personnel, Subrule
64-406(1) requires the disconnecting means be installed at the base of the tower.

!
Rule 64-408 – Grounding and bonding
!

To minimize potential differences and reduce the hazard of electric shock, Subrule
64-408(1) requires exposed non-current carrying metal parts of towers, turbine nacelles,
other equipment and conductor enclosures to be bonded to ground in accordance with
Section 10. Similar to the requirements for small wind systems, Subrule 64-408(2) also
requires the metallic towers or supporting structures to be bonded to ground, however, for
large wind systems, a minimum No. 2/0 AWG bare copper conductor must be used to satisfy
this requirement. The reason for this is that in some cases large wind systems may have
output voltages exceeding 750 volts. Wind farms are often installed in remote locations
resulting in the need for long transmission lines to deliver the power to the point of utilization.
In order to minimize losses, wind farms may utilize a high voltage electrical connector grid
which typically operates at 35kV to interconnect the individual wind turbines. The 35kV
collector grid is then connected to a distribution transformer which steps up the voltage to
138kV or 230kV for transmission purposes. Subrule 64-408(5) was added to address
situations just described, where high voltage substations are installed in the vicinity of large
wind systems.
This rule requires that the station ground electrodes be installed in
accordance with Section 36 and, when installed within 2.4m of the tower, grounding
electrodes must be interconnected with the tower grounding system with a minimum No. 2/0
bare copper bonding conductor.

!

(continued on Page 14)
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!
Rule 64-410 – Lightning protection systems
!

Due to their location in large open areas and significant height, large wind systems are a
great target for lightning strikes. Lightning strikes can cause catastrophic damage, and as a
result, it is essential that a lightning protection system be provided for the wind turbines.

!

As noted in Subrule 64-410(1) auxiliary electrodes and grounding conductors shall be
permitted to act as lightning protection system components provided they meet applicable
industry standards. If separate grounding (auxiliary) electrodes are installed for the tower
lightning protection system, Subrule 64-410(2) requires the auxiliary electrodes to be
bonded to the tower grounding electrode system with a minimum No. 2/0 AWG bare copper
conductor. The note for Rule 64-410 located in Appendix B reminds those responsible for
installing the lightning protection system to refer to the manufacturer’s recommendations or
applicable standards such as CAN/CSA-B72 and
CAN/CSA-C61400-24.

!
MICRO-HYDROPOWER AND HYDROKINETIC POWER SYSTEMS
!

The use of water power as an energy source is not new. In fact, water power has been used
for centuries to provide mechanical power for milling commodities such as grain, lumber, etc.
With the increase in the use of electricity, water power has become the primary method of
driving hydro-electric generators to produce electricity and is by far the most dominant form
of renewable energy.

!

In Rule 64-002 – Special Terminology, the CEC classifies hydropower systems as being
either hydrokinetic or micro-hydropower. As noted the essential difference being that microhydropower systems require both elevation difference (head) and flow, whereas hydrokinetic
power systems can produce electricity from flow alone.

!

In micro-hydropower systems the water is typically blockaded behind a dam and then
funneled via a penstock to the generator turbine. In comparison, hydrokinetic power
systems which require flow only, can be placed directly in flowing rivers, channels, or ocean
(tidal) currents without the use of a reservoir or penstock. According to the definitions, either
system may have a rated output up to and including 100kW. In order to keep pace with the
rapidly evolving technologies for both micro-hydropower and hydrokinetic systems, the
following rules have been added to Section 64 of the CEC.

!
!

(continued on Page 15)
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!
Rule 64-500 – Marking
!

As with all other renewable energy systems, Rule 64-500 requires a permanent marking be
provided in accordance with Rule 2-100 at an accessible location at the disconnecting means
for the micro-hydropower system. The marking must include a brief description as well as the
rated power and type of generation system. It should be noted if a ballast load is utilized, the
marking must include the rated ballast load voltage and current.

!
Rule 64-502 – Conductors
!

In order to allow for continuous duty operation, Subrule 64-502(1)(a) & (b) requires the supply
conductors from the micro-hydropower system to have an ampacity not less than 125% of the
full load rated current of the generator and an insulation temperature rating of not less than
90°C. In addition, Subrule 64-502(2) requires the generator supply conductors to comply with
the temperature requirements outlined in Rule 28-104.

!

The purpose of this requirement is to ensure the supply conductors entering the generator
connection box have insulation suitable for the generator’s temperature rating and the ambient
temperature surrounding the generator.

!
Rule 64-504 – Wiring methods
!

Subrule 64-504(1) states that the wiring methods for micro-hydropower systems comply with
the requirements outlined in Section 12. When selecting the wiring method it is essential that
consideration be given to the type of construction, environmental factors and conditions of use.
For locations where excessive moisture is likely to be present, Subrule 64-504(2) indicates the
wiring method must comply with the requirements for Category 1 locations as outlined in
Section 22.

!
Rule 64-506 – Overcurrent protection for apparatus and conductors
!

According to Subrule 64-502(1)(a) the supply conductors are required to have an ampacity of
not less than 125% of the full load rated current of the micro-hydropower system. In order to
protect these conductors from overcurrent, Subrule 64-506(3) requires each ungrounded
conductor supplying power to, or from, the micro-hydropower system to be protected by an
overcurrent device not exceeding 125% of the full load rated current of the generator.

!
Rule 64-508 – Disconnecting means
!

Although this rule may be somewhat redundant, it does remind installers that a disconnecting
means must be installed in accordance with Rules 64-012 and 84-020. It is essential that
these rules be reviewed as they provide specific requirements to facilitate maintenance and
enhance safety of personnel.
(continued on Page 16)
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(continued from Page 15)

!
Rule 64-510 – Stand-alone systems
!

Before we analyze the requirements contained in this rule, it would be beneficial to review the
following information pertaining to electronic governors.

!

Water turbines are similar to diesel engines in that their speed will vary as load on the system
is increased or decreased. The speed variation can affect both the frequency and voltage
output from a generator. The generator could suffer damage due to overloading during high
power demand or overspeed under no load conditions. In the past, mechanical speed
governors were used to regulate the water flow into the turbine as the load demand varied.
With the availability of modern power electronics, “electronic load governors” have been
developed to regulate the power output of a micro-hydropower system. The electronic load
governor constantly monitors the voltage or the frequency of the system and keeps the
generator correctly loaded by automatically varying the amount of power dissipated in a
resistive load, generally known as a ballast or diversion load. A diversion load is simply an
electrical resistance device (heater) that must be sized to handle the full generating capacity
of the micro-hydro turbine.

!

Figure 1 illustrates a simple one-line diagram of the generator, the electronic load governor
and the diversion load.
Generator
Electronic
Load
Governor

Electronic
Switch
Distribution

Loads

Diversion Load

With this information we can continue our review of Rule 64-510. We explained that in order
to prevent overspeeding, electronic load governors may be installed to maintain a constant
load on the generator and turbine. As a result, in systems where an electronic governor is
used to regulate the micro-hydropower system, Subrule 64-510(1) requires the electronic
governor to have a rating equal to the installed capacity of the system.
(continued on Page 17)
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!

The Code relaxes this requirement if mechanical governors of sufficient capacity are used to
regulate power generation. Subrule 64-510(2) also requires the diversion load to be rated to a
minimum of 100% of the rating of the electronic governor. It is possible for the electronic
switching devices used with electronic governors to produce non-sinusoidal or harmonic
currents. As a result, Subrule 64-510(3) requires the identified conductor to be rated at the
same ampacity as the phase conductors where an electronic governor or power converter is
connected. Additional information on this requirement is located in Appendix B. Subrule
64-510(4) requires battery-based micro-hydropower systems to comply with requirements for
storage batteries outlined in Rules 64-700 to 64-714.

!
Rule 64-512 – Grounding and bonding
!

In order to minimize potential differences and reduce the hazard of electric shock, Subrule
64-512(1) requires all supporting structures to be bonded to ground with a minimum No. 6
copper conductor.

!
Hydrokinetic Power Systems
!

The requirements for hydrokinetic power systems are located in Rules 64-600 to 64-612 and
other than some variations for conductors, are essentially the same as the requirements for
micro-hydropower systems.

!

In the next article we will begin our long awaited review of the revisions to the
2012 Canadian Electrical Code.

!
Date:
Where:

NEXT EIABC MEETING
MEMBERS ONLY - TOUR and DINNER
Monday, May 26
Schneider Inverter Testing Site
3700 Gilmore Way, Burnaby!

Time: 5:00 - 8:00pm
Cost Members:! $35! !
Presenter: Barry Corsiatto of BLC Engineering
Limited to a maximum attendance of 50 persons on a first paid basis. Please register quickly
to ensure your attendance for this unique opportunity to tour this facility.
Please use PayPal as provided on our website www.eiabc.org to register and pay for this
function.
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BRAIN CHALLENGE - ELECTRICAL SAFETY WORD SEARCH
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Average time to complete is 12 minutes
Can you complete this word search in 7 minutes or less?
AC

amps

arcflash

battery

boot

box

breaker

CSA

cables

circuits

code

coil

core

DC

duty

EIA

electrical

energy

fault

grid

HZ

hazard

install

meter

motor

overcurrent permits

pole

protection

relays

rule

safety

service

standard

stat

test

TEC

TVS

terminal

voltage

wire
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!
Membership Application & Renewal Form

!

For 1 year
For 2 years
For 3 years

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

$ 75.00
$150.00
$225.00

New Membership
Renewal
Inspector
Associate
Please Print
Name

___________________________________________________

Address

___________________________________________________

City

_____________________ Company ____________________

Email

___________________________________________________

Postal Code _____________________ Title _________________________
Mail to:
The EIA of BC, Suite 201— 3989 Henning Drive, Burnaby, B.C., V5C 6N5
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